
A Leading Optometrist’s Secret contact lens
hacks finally revealed

1) Putting them in right-side up
Putting your contact lens in the wrong way isn’t dangerous but it can cause

discomfort, like you have an eyelash in your eye.
Before you pop them in, check to make sure they are going in the right way.
If your lens looks like a smooth bowl, it’s the right side. If it’s curve is more

narrow, it’s backward and you should flip it.

2) Get used to touching your eye -
Yes, it is possible to bypass your natural blink reflex.

We always try give our patients a bottle of Optive fusion to practice with
before their initial fitting consult.

Not only does this make the eyes surface smoother, but putting these drops
in thrice a day helps one get accustomed to the feel of something in the eye

and deters panic when touching the eye.



The best part is that Optive is preservative free and compatible with contact
lenses.

3) Create a cushioned surface
If you’re one of those patients with a certain degree of Astigmatism (rugby
ball shaped corneas), feel like your lens scratches the eye or is generally

uncomfortable towards the end of the day - it may helps wonders to use our
miracle drop again.

Putting a drop of Optive Fusion into your lens before inserting it into your
eye creates a nice gel - like cushioned layer between the contact lens and

your eye. This helps with comfort and lubrication, tackles dry eye issues and
makes contact lens wear feel effortless.

And there’s nothing stopping you from putting an additional drop or two
over the lens as the day progresses.

4) Place your lens at the tip of your finger.
Most people think to put their contact lenses in by placing the lens on the

pad of your finger over your fingerprint.
But doing it this way can increase the chance of you bumping into your

eyelash causing your lens to fold back.
This can make putting your contact lens in a 20 minutes process. You can
pop them in much quicker by placing the lens on the very tip of your finger.



5) Applicators are a Hoakes for Soft Contact lenses.
The latest social media craze is using a plastic applicator with a rubber cup

end to remove your lenses.
Please don’t waste your hard-earned time and money on these, they are
made for gas permeable lenses and do not work on soft contact lenses.

It would be advisable to visit your Optometrist / O.D to assess your corneal
curvature and suggest the best insertion and removal technique for you.

6) The right cleaning tools matter.
Most people would attempt to clean out their contact lens case with soap and

water before they let it dry.
However, tap water can be filled with micro-organisms that can cause

infection or sight damage (like acanthamoeba and soap can dry your lenses
out.

You should NEVER use tap water on your lenses or your case. Instead,
clean with a professional contact lens cleaning solution and let the case air

dry fully.
Fibres from towel-drying will get into your eye and cause serious discomfort.
We recommend using Optifree Multipurpose solution, they are anti-bacterial

and anti-fungal and do not stain your lenses in the long run.



7) When to toss out your case

Lots of people will reuse the same contact lens case over and over thinking

that it’s safe since they frequently clean it. The truth is that this can put you

at risk for infection as protein excrements from the eyes build up. It’s best to

replace your contact lens case every month,with the longest recycle time

being three months.

.



8) Travel with Contacts

Never pour your contact lens solution into a smaller size travel bottle. This

can affect the sterility of the solution and lead to infection. Just buy your

contact lens solution brand in a travel size bottle.

9) Waterproof make up is a no-go

Contact lens wearers should not use waterproof makeup because if it gets on

your lens it will bind to it. Waterproof makeup requires an oil-based

remover so you don’t want your lenses to get greased up. Water-based,

hypoallergenic mascara’s are best for contact lens wearers. Put your contact

lens on before you do your make-up, this prevents any tearing from ruining

your look.
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